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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, GiLoERoY O. BURLEW, 

a citizen of the United States, and residing 
at Newark, in the county of Essex and State 
of New Jersey, have invented new and use 
ful Improvements in Means for Protectin 

ing is a speci?cation. 
Thi-sinvention relates to improvements vin 

coverings possessing the properties of plia 
bility, ductibility and imporosity, capable 
of a broad general application and more 
particularly to temporary coverings to pro 
tect newly applied tooth ?llings from mois 
ture and retain them in proper condition 
free from outside interference. 
In dental operations for the purpose of 

?lling cavities, it is essential that the wall 
of the cavity be not only meticulously clean, 
but absolutely dry and that the cementlike 
?lling employed be positively protected 
from moisture until it has set or become 
hardened; due to the natural ?ow of saliva 
and the strong tendency of persons under 
treatment to touch the teeth, with the tongue, 
which it is di?icult to restrain, and the ab 
normal position of the jaws in maintaining 
the mouth open for any considerable period 
~of time, such desirable dryness is hard to 
keep inviolate. 
One of the important objects of the inven 

'. tion is in the vprovision of a covering easily 
applied to the tooth or. teeth beinor oper 
ated upon, the covering being self ‘adherent, 
‘occupying no _ appreciable space in the 
mouth, allowing it to be closed with perfect 
ease, and which effectively prevents contact 
of the tongue or lips to the ?lling and fur 
ther, is impervious to moisture. ' 
Another purpose isto produce a covering 

that will retain its position as long as may 
be required without physical discomfortto 
the person operated upon, and which may be 

' stripped o? at will and. thrown away, its 
45 cost being negligible. . 7 

These several aims and objects, together 
with others which will become manifest as 
the speci?cation progresses, are accom 
plished by the simple and novel construc 

‘ tion and combination of parts and selection 
of materials asv hereinafter described and 
illustrated in the annexed drawing, forming’ 
part hereof, and in which :— . 

Figure 1 is a fragmentary perspectlve 

'the operator to'closely engage the tee 

view of a partial set of teeth, showing the 
application of one embodiment of the in 
vention. - _ 

Figure 2 is a plan view of a fragment of 
the covering in commercial form and illus 

_ _ k ' _ g trating the several layers of its composition. 
FllllIlgS from Moisture, of which the follow- ‘ , v Figure-3 is an enlarged transverse sectional 

view of the same. 
Referring now more in detail to the draw 

ing, Fi ure 1 shows-several teeth, designated 
general y by the numeral 10 which, for the 
purpose of illustration, may be supposed to 
be undergoing treatment that requires com 
plete exclusion of moisture; this is attained 
by enshrouding the teeth with a cover ge 
nerically indicated at 11. . 
The casing is composed of a laminated 

sheet, the outer layer 12 being a thin metal 
lic foil, such as tin, easily yielding under 
pressure of the ?nger and readily conform 
able to ?t the contour of the teeth andrre 
main on them, covering the crown, labial and 
linguial surfaces from the outer to'the inner 
side of the gum and spaces between adjacent 
teeth including all sinuositiesr 

~ Deposited on the foil-is a ?lm or layer 13 
of paral?ne orsimilar waxy substance united 
by heat to resist ‘separation, short of physi~ 
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cal force, and on the outer surface of the . i' 
para?ine is a coating of ?nely ground gum 
tragacanth, rolled or pressed into the paraf 
?ne so as to become substantially insepa 
rable. ' 

The covering material is out from a strip 
or sheet to such size and shape as may be re 
quired and ‘applied. to the teeth when in a 
dry condition, and pressed by the ?n ers 01f 

wit _ 

the gummed side thereagainst, the gum 
acting to maintain a ?rm adherence. 
The lower edges of the covering ‘may 

slightly overlap the gums, which form a 
tight joint, preventing the entrance 90f saliva. 
or other liquids for such time as may be de 
sired, and thereafter the covering may be 
readily stripped off, leaving the teeth in_'a 
dry and clean condition. ' ' 
Should a small portion of the powdered 

gum tragacanth adhere to the surfaces of 
the teeth, it will rapidly become dissolved 
and disappear. - 
Although the foregoing is descriptive of 

the invention in its preferred embodiments, 
it is to be understood that the materials 
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used may be varied in accordance with re 
quirementsh and also the proportions and‘ 
sizes of the same, without affecting the 
spirit and scope of the appendedclaims. 
Having thus described the invention and 

set forth the manner of its manufacture and 
application, what I claim as new, and desire 
to secure by Letters Patent, is :— ‘ 

1. A dental material comprising a tin foil 
covered on one side with para?ine and an 
adhesive coating on the para?ine. ' 

2. A dental material comprising a tin. 
foil coveredon one side with para?ne, and 
a coating of powdered gum tragacanth in 
corporated on the surface of the parai‘?ne. 

3. Aklental material for temporarily .cov 
ering teeth to keep out moisture, compris 
ing a liable moisture proof sheet of metal 
lic foi , a waxy coating on one side of said 
sheet, an adhesive blended with said coati 
ing, said covering being su?iciently ductile 

I to closely ?t the sinuousities of the tooth 
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to which it is applied. 
v 4. A dental material comprising a metal 

lic'foil covered on one side with para?ine 
and an adhesive coatin on the para?ine. 

.5.‘ A dental .mat'eria comprising a foil 
covered on one side with para?ine and a ' 
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‘coating of powdered gum incorporated on 
the surface of the para?ine. ‘ 

6. A dental material for temporarily cov 
- ering teeth to keep out moisture, compris 
ing a_ sheet of moisture proof foil, a waxy 
coating on one side thereof, and an adhesive 
blended with said coating, said‘ material be 
ing su?iciently ductile to closely ?t over 
the teethto which it is to'be' applied. 

‘7. A dental material comprising a sheet 
of metallic foil covered on one side with an 
adhesive wax substance. ' 

8. A dental material formed of a sheet of 
tin foil covered on one side with parai?ne 
and having an adhesive coating on the par 
a?ine. . I 

9. A dental material comprising a metal 
lic foil covered on one side with para?ine 
and a coating of powdered gum incorporated 
on, the surface of the para?ine. ' 

10. A dental material comprising a tin 
‘foil covered on one side with par'ai?ne and 

- an adhesive coating of gum tragacanth on 
the surface of the paraf?ne. ' 

This 
this 30th day of'July, 1924. ' 

‘GILDEROY’ o. BURLEW.. 

speci?cation signed and witnessed‘ 
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